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The Carter Boys are back with more drama, secrets, and lies that will eventually turn everyone in their circle lives upside down. When a woman from his past comes back on the scene and surprisingly captures the attention she’s never had from him, how does the smooth, smart, and prettiest of The Carter Boys deal with this? Especially now that he finally has Jade in his life.

Stepping outside of his relationship with his current woman seemed inevitable for Trent, but that all changes when the girl who had a childhood crush on him comes back into the picture looking totally different than he remembered.... Still not quite understanding his quiet and dark demeanor, Noelle can’t help the attraction she starts to develop towards her mysterious neighbor Shiloh Carter. Could it be the romantic and affectionate side he tends to show her when no one else is around that has her interested? Or is the mystery of not knowing who this man really is a major turn on for her?

Everything between the two neighbors are going great until she gets a front row seat to a side of Shiloh that she never saw coming. Will Noelle stick around to see if the attraction she has for her sexy neighbor real? Or will she pack her things and move far away from Atlanta when she realize that Shiloh is just a little more dangerous than she thought?

Tia and her roommate Jordyn have one thing in common...Elijah Carter. While Tia’s been obsessing over him and trying to get his attention, Jordyn didn’t have a clue of who the frontman of The Carter Boys really was until a chance meeting at a gas station one night. It doesn’t really matter to Tia that Elijah only has eyes for one of the two, especially after he introduces the city of Atlanta to the new woman in his life at one of his shows. Totally disgusted with the way some groupie was hanging all over Elijah at the club, Tia vows to grab his attention in anyway possible. That is, until she finds out who the girl in the “white dress” really was. Will Tia finally get the man she’s dreamed of having since The Carter Boys first stepped on the scene or will her jealous ways cause her to lose out on something more important?

Buckle up your seat belt shawty and get ready for the crazy ride The Carter Boys are sure to have you on in Part 2 of this 5 Star series!!!
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One of my favorite authors ever!!! I don't give that title out honestly. I started reading her books last year. Luckily, when I discovered her, all of this series was out so I got to read it from beginning to end. Once you start, you can't stop. The books are so good that I'm even re-reading them and that I hardly ever do!!

::: Spoiler Alert ::: I have owned a kindle for years and never wrote a review but after reading this book I had to. Desiree spent a lot of time building Jade's character and explaining her attitude and the struggles of Jade and Trent's relationship was also explained in book 1. However in the second book Jade was reduced to 1 page and Trent completely moved on without explanation. I was not really a fan of Jade in the first book I thought she was over the top however I did like the way the story line blended with the relationship and lives of the other brothers. I am not sure if book 2 was rushed due to deadlines, it would have been easier and better for readers if they broke up or if you paired her up with Chris. Anything would be better than the story line in this book. This was not executed well. She had 1 fight and was in NY for the rest of the book and we introduced Taylor's characters, which I enjoyed but as your readers we need more content! Hopefully Desiree will make it up to us in the third installment. Shiloh is my favorite in this book, ... looking forward to see him and Noelle growl will be waiting.

IT WAS GOODA BOOK..I DON'T LIKE JADE NOW.I HATE THAT HER AND THAT WHORE TIA JUMPED MY GIRL JORDYN UGH..I NEVER LIKED TRENT HE'S WACK AND COMES OFF AS
GAY TO ME LOL GOT THAT FROM HIS GIRL JADE..I THINK SHILOH IS WEIRD AND SCARY...
OLIVIA IS IGNORANT I DON'T LIKE HER ANYMORE..I LIKE JAHEIM DON'T KNOW WHY HE WITH TIA EVERYBODY KNOWS THATS NOT HIS BABY..BUT OTHER THAN THAT IT WAS A GOOD BOOK...ANYWAYS DESIREE HAS A GROUP ON FB ITS CALLED THE CARTER BOYS WE DISCUSS THE BOOKS AND THE RELEASES OF HER BOOKS!!

Am I the only one tired of these short stories? Damn!! Write a full novel. Now that’s out of the way, I really enjoyed the Carter boys. Looking forward to the next short story, only if it’s still under five dollars. I will not spend $9.99 for a short story.....

Loving this series. Still love Elijah and Jordyn. Glad to learn more about Shiloh. He is just a mystery. Don’t want to give anything away. Can’t wait to see what happens next. I feel like I know this family. So relatable. Love Desiree’s writing style.

Let me just say I was super excited to see CB2 was out. I read it in one night because CB1 was so good!! However, I don’t like the direction this book is going. Shiloh is the brother for me all day!!! What’s about to happen with his character is not going to end well and I hate that! Overall, I enjoyed reading it and will be looking forward to CB3.

I never like to leave a bad review. But after I read part1 I was waiting for this book. And it just dragging for some reason. And it’s too many characters in the book. I was just lost!! It was ok it I skipped past majority of the book.

I Loved It Once Again , This Book Was So Good But Hey The First On Was Off The Hook Those Carter Boys Are Truly Something Else And Jodie Need To Get It Together So Does Jahiem And Trent Gone Get A Beat Down But I Bet Jade Can’t Get With Taylor And I’m In Love With Shiloh Character That’s My Bae FrFr Hope Noe,Jordyn With A Y,Tay And Liv Become The Best Of Friends Cause Once Tia Is Nobody’s Friend Can’t Wait For Pt 3 Cause That Ending Was Like OMG
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